Notes: Each item is numbered sequentially starting at 23, with an initial “R” designating review. An asterisk indicates solicited contribution.

*R 23. Review of "Great Men of Science," by P. Lenard. * 


*R 33. Review of "Operational Philosophy," by Anatol Rapoport. * 


*R 36. Review of "The Human Sum"by C.H. Rolph, ed. * 

*R 38. Review of "Heredity and Evolution in Human Populations," by L.C. Dunn * 


*R 40. Review of "Can Man Be Modified?" by Jean Rostand * 
Reprintings


*R 70. Review of "This View of Life: The World of an Evolutionist," by George Gaylord Simpson. *Saturday Review*, p. 44. 28 March 1964


*R 81. Review of "The Excitement and Fascination of Science," essays by George H. Bishop, etc. 

*R 84. Review of "Science and Ethical Values," by Bentley Glass. 


*Science, 161:1336-1337. 27 Sept 1968.

R 111. Review of "People!" by Robert C. Cook and Jane Lecht. 


*R 127. Review of "Toward a Unity of Knowledge," by Marjorie Grene, ed 


Reprintings


Reviews by Garrett Hardin


Reprintings


*R 304. Nuclear winter.  

*R 312. The Midas Syndrome.  

Quarterly Review of Biology, **61**:242. 1986.


*R 341. Review of David P. Barash, "The Hare and the Tortoise."  
Quarterly Review of Biology, **63**:66. 1988.


*R 364. Review of Susan Wright, ed, "Preventing a Biological Arms Race."  
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press  

*R 364.1 Review of Leon F. Bouvier. "Fifty Million Californians?"  

Reprinting  

*R 370. Review of Carl Djerassi, "The Pill, Pygmie Chimps, and Degas' Horse."  
R 378. Review of Edward O. Wilson, "The Diversity of Life."


R 394. Review of Joel E. Cohen, "How Many People Can the Earth Support?"


================= end =================